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"3. OUTLINE

OF THE CONTENT.

The Universe by definition includes everything. Man has
looked at it from many different points of view and the Universe
presents one aspect to the philosophers; one to the scientists and
still another to the artists.
Many scholars of opinion that the Universe has no end but
an infinite number of ending and beginings. This means that there
is no degradation and destruction. It amounts to the meningless of
creation and evolution of the Universe and there is no need of defining and studying the Cosmology or Cosmogony which deals with

t~e

theories relating origin and evolution.of the Universe.
Even with this logical arguement regarding the idea of the
cosmos in both the schools of philosophical ideas- the

Occi~~nt

and

Indian step down to a lower stratum and became eager to find out
the actual picture of the Universe as evolved from time to time.
Our present picture of the Universe necessaritly depends on
our present knowledge and there is no reason to believe that this
knowledge has been reached perfection at the time of writing this
thesis. From history it is evident that man's view of the Universe
has changed ste a dily with time und will continue to do so in future.
Creation may be regarded as an art. Art is an attempet for
expression of a certain attitude towards reality. This is the recognition of something which is greater than man; real beauty of art
is the beauty of value and wonder and therefore art is akin to religion; both are expressions of man's sense of spiritual significance
of the Universe, an attempt to express things which are unseen and
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and eternal. This unseen and eternal is the SUPREME ENgRGY.: and
according to the philosophers, scientists, metaphysicians; is the
Creator of the Universe. various names have been given to that
energy which is usually termed as GOD.
Evolution embraces the idea about the gradual development
of the Universe and the Organic one of the Universe from the very
day of its inception and upto the writting of this thesis. From
the scientific point of view the theory of evolution negates the
theory of "outright rejection" of the world in all its complexities
at a single moment of time by some superhuman power. The present
state of the world with all its infinite varieties of inorganic
and organic form have been slo\'rly evolved through a period of time.

In fine; this process has been on the whole from lower to higher,
from simple to complex; from · undiffcrentiated to differentaiated.
It will not be impertinent to · consider that the act of
creation as well as evolution are centered round the basic entities; viz. MATTER and ENERGY. Matter is generally a substances
out of

which physical things are made and energy is the ability

to do work. Before Einstein energy and matter were considered as
the distinct entities and Einstein's law now shows that mass and
energy are equiva lent Energy is obtained from the annihilation of
mu s s accounts for nuclear energy and power of stars.
CHAPTER-I.
&\SIC NOTIOHS OF CREATION AND EVOLUTION OF THE UNIVESE
IN WESTERN SCIENTIFIC VIEW.
In the first period of Greek philosophy in the sixth century B.C. in a culture where 'Science• and 'Philosophy' were not
separd ted. The philosophers were essentially scientists. The sages
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of the Milesion school of Ionia tried to discover the essential
naLure or real constitution of things which they called 'PHYSIS'.
The term 'PHYSICS' is derived from this Greek word. They saw all
forms of existence as the manifestation of the 'PHYSIS'. This idea
may be regarded endowed with life and spirituality.
Thales, a great philosopher of this era, found cause of
everything is 'WATER'. This idea may be regarded as the attempt to
find out the mysterious substance of the

'COSMOS'.

To expose the mystical ideas of human being a kind of mathematical logic which is the halfway between science and philosophy;
had been discovered.
Thales went to Egypt and introduced the study of geometry
from there to Greece. Unlike other contemporary scholars he was not
only interested to know its practical application but also an abstract (deductive science) based on general propositions.
ANAXIMENDER (610-545 B.C.) who followed Thales was the first
Greek to make a map of known world. He was interested in cosmology
more than that,the cosmology and according to him the earth was
finite flattend cylindrical and floating within the celestial circles and with them evolved about the earth.
He introduced the idea of evolution in science. According
to him without motion there can be no coming into being or passing
away.
THE PYTHAGOREAN SCHOOL.
Pythagorus (born in 530B.C.) and his followers gave up the
idea of one single element and held matter to be composed of earth,

4 1 •

wa ter , air and fire which were supposed to be divine. Pythagoreans
thought the world consisted primar i ly of numbers.
SPCRATES, PU\TO AND ARISTOTLE'S IDEAS ABOUT COSMOLOGY
After Pythagorus; Plato; follower of Socrates and Aristotle;
folJower of Plato were distinguished as the philosophers and scientists of the Athen's school.
secretes turned philosophy from a study of the past and
present to a consideration of the future-the end of which the world
was cre ate d.
Acc ording to Plato

1

GOD

1

is good and the sphere is the most

perfec t form; therefore, the Universe must be spherical. For the
making of time there are heavenly

bo~ies

moving in cycles to which

' GOD ' has given circular motion. He regards the stars as floating
free in space; moved by their own souls. He considered the sun moves
round the Earth.
Among Aristotle's many writtings, the physical discourse
deals with the philosophy of nature, the existence of matter and
form , motion, time and space. There is ever moving sphere of the
outer heaven and the unmoved mover who

must exist to keep it in

motion. He considered 'aether' as the terrestial elements which moves
in a circle and makes the heavenly bodies perfect and incorreptable.
He defined the life as sustained by its vital force, it grows itself
and died spontaneously.
The Scient ifi c knowledge of antiquity was systematised and
organised by Aristotle, who created the scheme which is the Western
view for the Universe.
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THE ROMAN AGE
In the later age civilized Greek empire had been destroyed
a nd the Holy Roman empire become prominent, but the Romans were not
the right pre decessors of the philosophical and scientific ideas
of Greek.
THE MEDIABLE PERIOD.
During the mediable period, extending between 12th. and
13th. century a vital urge to the development of clture was derived
from Judie-Christian concepts. The Judie-Christian tradition considered GOD is t he infinite, self-existence Creator of everything
else tha t exists o Here, the creation means far more than emerging
new forms from a n already given(as . a builder makes a house or a
sculpto r u sta tue ) it means creation out of nothing -CREATIO EXNIHILO-. The

whol~

COSMOS is usually imagined as permeated and bound

together by living spirit which in turn is pervaded and controlled
by the GODHEAD.
In the ancient period scientific ideas a long with close
associates-the philosophy-were nourished in the cradles of Greek
civiliza tion. In the r q rly mediable age these were influenced by
the doctrines a s established by Christian Church. Thus philosophical
and

sci~ntific

i0eas could not be free from the influence of Plato-

nic irleas and doctrines of the Christian Church.
In the 13th. Century Thomas Acquino's scheme-scholasticismderived from Ar i stotle's idea explained natural phenomena in a rationa l ma nn e r. Acquino accepted the Potlemic system of astronomy,
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but he regarded it as a working hypothesis. Acquinos following Aristotle welded the whole of natural knowledge with theology into a
rigid structure.
Roger sacon in 13th. century first criticised the schllasticism of Acquino; but his criticism was not fruitfull. Philosophical attacks on scholasticism were made by Duns Scotus(1265-1308)
which opposed the doctrines on the arbitrary will of God, and took
'free will' as the primary attribute of man. He attempted to free
philosophy from the bondage of theology.
THE RENAISSANCE (1Sth.-16th. century)
After the 13th. century there was a gap in the intellectual
development. Judie-Christian conception-CREATIG EXNIHILO- led to
two important corrollaries; viz :(1) As GOD cre a tes everything at his suit

~Till,

creator c&n-

not be the creature.
(2) Notion of creation-ex Nihilo- expresses in prayer and
a sense of dependence upon GOD; states that we have a part to play
in the UniverseJ not by some natural right but by the grace of GOD.
The scientists and philosophers of this time freed themselves from the influence of these two and a sense of

'F~EE

INQUIRY'

chang e d totally all the hypothesis which existed priod to the period
of 'Renaissance' in Europe.
Due to the revolutionary changes in ideas in 15th. century,
the most fundamental ideas in the study of the Universe become those
of times, distance, mass and temperature and they were measured
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quantitatively. They became the dry bones of

studying in the Uni-

verseo With their aid the Universe appears on all of her co-herence
a nd beauty, dignified and austre.
The failure of the scholastic philosophy in the progress
of man •s knowle.d ge and power over nature and the defects of Aristotle's final cause in science led Francis Bacon to consider new
methods of experiments and then by collecting

and tabulating the

results, by rules, the connection between the phenomena would become manifest • General laws describing relations emerge ou.t automaticallye
But,this method was
(a)

s~bjected

to the following criticism:-

It does not explain the role of intuition.

(b) It does not take imto account the dynamic relationship between
theory and experiment.
(c) It is based on wrong concept of inductivism.
Bacon seems to have had little or no influence on those who
were

car~ing

on experimental science. BUt he did something to im-

prove the established thought about the scientific problem in his
days. He was the first to consider t 'h e philosophy of deductive science. In his time the world of philosophic thought was becoming
developed and was ripe for change.
THE NEHTON IAN EPOCH.
Before discussing the Newtonian epoch the background of
Issac Ne\otton is worthy to be described as follows

:-

1. The scholastic structure of knowledge which was adopted for traing had long been adequate.
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2. Gilbert and Harvey had shown how experiment could be used emperically.
3. Galileo had proved that mathematical simplicity by means of
which celestial phenomena are explained, can also be applied in the
case of terres tia 1 bodies, as we 11.
4. Motion of a body _ had been described in terms of the scholastic
substance and cause in a very unscientific manner. The view of motion was replaced by time, space, matter and force. New concepts
now first clearly defined at\od mathematics was used to discover how
things move and to measure the actual velocity and acceleration of
a moving body.
5 . The 17th. century-thought was influenced by an idea of existence
'Aether' in interplanatory substance. :Kepler considered it to explain how the Sun kept planets moving

~round

dered it a s the primary matter which formed

and
tL~

Desc~rtes

consi-

vortices of his

'celestial machine'. Gilbert used it to explain the magnetic attraction

~nd

Harvey as a me a ns of conveying heat from the sun to the

heort a nd blood of living body.
6. At that time men of science and almost all philosophers looked
on the world from Christian stand point of view. Descartes postuluted a cosmic mechanism by God.
These were the scientific knowledge and philosophical thoughts and id€as in which Newton began to work.
NEWTON

In Newtoni a n mechanics a ll physical events are reduced to

the motion of material points in space is caused by their mutual
attraction or in other words by the force of gravity.
Nc'l:ton 's equations

of motion are the basis of classical

mechanics. They were considered to ba fixed laws according to which
the whole material points move and were thus thought to account for
all changes observed in the physical world,

In the Newtonian view

God has creqted in the begining the material particles and the fundamental laws of motion. In this way the whole Universe was set in motion and it has continued to run for ever since, like a machine governed by immutable laws.
The mechanistic view of the nature is thus closely related
to a rigorous deterministic view of .the nature is thus closely related to a rigorous determinism.

T~e

greC\t cosmos machine "''as seen as

being completely causal and determinate. All that have a definite
cause anc gave rise to a definite effect. The future of uny part of
the system could be predicted with absolute certainty if its state
at any tJme was known in details.
The philosophical basis of this regorous determinism was the
fundamental division between the

'I' and the world. As a result of

this division, it was believed that the world could be described objectively, and as such an objective description of nature became the
idea of science.
In e a rly 19th. century all scientists believed that the UNIV E RSE

was a huge mechanical system running according to the laws of

motion. Newton's mechanics was considered to be the ultimate theory
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of natural phenomena; but it was less than a hundred years that new
reality was discovered and this made the limitations of the Newtonian

ideas. r\t the same time showed that none

of its feature is absolute

one.
This realization did not come abruptly but was started by
gractual developement of scientific thoughts and thus prepared the
w~y

for the scientific revolutions of our time. Due to this revolu-

tionary changes we are now in an Universe of different than the Newton 1 s one.
MODERN AGE

Wj_th the formulation of (a) the thoery of relativity by A.
Einstein (b) discovery of the subatomic particles which are governed by quantum mechanics.

~uantum

mechanics in its turn depends on

the dual nature of a subqtomic particles qnd Hiesenberg's uncertainty principle.

In the earlier part of the 20th. century, the methodo-

logy and ideas have under-gone a profound change in solving the fundamental questions regarding truth.
Quantum mechanics tells us that our knowledge of what governs events on the subatomic level is not merely what assumed it would
be. It tells us that we cannot predict subatomic phenomena \'lith certitude. We can only predict

~heir

possibilities of existence.

Philosophically, the i Yl)~ ica tiqns of quantum mechanics are
1

psychedelic

1
•

Not only v.re in£ luence our reality, but in some degree

we a ctually create it. Because it is the nature of things that we
know either the momentum of particle or its position; but not the
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b oth. \'ie must choose which of these two properties we want to determine. fvletu.physically, this is very close to saying that we create
certain properties because we choose to measure those properties.
Theory of relqtivity has proved that all the scientific
' knowledge based on the sense-perception is only relative. The important idea of the theory of relativity - consciousness of observer and the act of observation should be with reference to the
same frame of reference - invalitated objective attitude of nature.
The 9enP.ral theory of relativity describes the force of gravity and the large scale structure of the Universe, thqt is the
structure on scales from only a few miles to as large as a million
million miles; the size of the observable Universe.
Quantum mechanics on the otherhand deals with the phenomena
on extremely smell scales, such as a millionth of a millionth of
an inch.
If we consider that the Universe is not arbitrary one, we
ultimately have to combine the parallel theories into a complex
unified theory which will describe anything in the Universe. But
we are not aware of a complete theory rdther we are progressing
over close toward the

ult~ate

laws that govern our Universe.

SUPERFORCE
Fresh discoveries have opened the way to a radical ne\"1
concept of a unified Universe born amid violence, in which all
physical structures are fashioned out of the primal fire under the
action of the SUPER.FORCE.

\
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Origin of the idea of SUPSP20RCE has the reference to the
most relevent results of new research in atomic and subatomic physics in last two dec <l dcs of the 20th. century. The notion of a basic "quantum interconnectedness" recieved a renewed attention during this period in which physicsts came to realize that the Universe, in actual sense, may be interconnected in much

~ler

...,.,ays

than hcid thought before. The new kind of interconnectedn·1ss that
has recently emerged out enforces the similarities between the views of physicists and mystics. It also raises the underhand plot
of relating suba tomic physics to Jungian psychology and perhaps
even to parasychology and cast a new light on the fundamental role
of probability in quantum physics.
The existence of non-local connections which are instanteneous and cannot be predicted in a precise mathematical way, and
the resulting fundamental role of probability is something that
Einsteir. could never accept. This was the subject of his historic
debate with Bohr in 1920 in which Einstein expressed his opposition to BOhr's interpretation of quantum theory in the metephore
"God does not play dice".

In his attempt to show that Bohr's interpretation of quantum theory was inconsistent, Einstein devised a thought experiment
thc.t has become kno-...m as the Einstein-podolosky-Rosen(EPR) experiment in which they mathemdtically postulated that if the strict
cause and effect relation in the \"Orld of subatomic particles really does not exist as the uncertainty principle asserts. Than a

so.

strange phenomena

will emerge. Whdt is that strange phenomena?

This is tha t t\-ro kinds of subatomic particles must somehow
be simultdneously connected even if they remain separdted at an

enormously long distance. Though this is an impossibility, but the
EPR indica tes that information can be communicated at SUPERLUMINAL
(faster than light) speeds which is contrary to the accepted ideas
of physicists. But the strange phenomenon has been verified by David Ebhm in London in 1972 and Friedman in U.S .A. and a team of
Alan nspect in Paris in 1982.
In 1964, J.S. Bell, a . physicist at the European organization of Nuclear Research(CERN) gave mathematical formulation to the
EPR effect.
How could instantenous communication between two objects
be possible? Henry Stapp, an American physicist writes 'that

inf~r

mation of transferred superluminally is a priori; not unreasonable'.
In 1975 it is shown that not only superluminal connection exist
between two space-like SQparated events, but also that such connections can be used in a controlble way to communicate messages.
SUPER DETERMINISl1
David Bohm postulated in 1974 a new idea emerging out of
Bell's Theorem-the Princple of Non local causes. Henry stapp says
that the theorem of Bell proves, in effect, the profound truth that
the world is eith~r fund~mentally lawless or fundamentally inseperable. The Principle of local causes will mean that ~hen a man meets
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w~th

an accident in New York causes will mean that when a man meets

with an accident in New Delhi. The new Principle of non-local causes
implies that whatever happens in one part of the Universe on a single entity has its effect which can be detected in any other part
of the Universe on a similar entity. Bell's Theorem has in fact,
laid the foundation for whut Malic kapec call 'nondeterministic interpretation of contemporary microphysics'.
Science now looks forward to a higher kind of determinism
or•super-Determinism'which rules, guidesand determines the Universe

....

at a fdr deeper level. Ordinary determinism states that once the
initial situation of a system is established, the future of the systern is also established due to inexorable laws of cause and effect
and is the basis of the great Mechanical view of the Universe. According to superdeterminism not even the initial situation of the Universe could be changed. Not only is it impossible for things to be
other than what they are, it is even impossible

t~t

the initial

situation of the Universe could have been other than what we qre
doing at any given moment; it is the only thing that ever was possible for us to be doing at that moment.
THE H-!PLICATE OP.DER : THE UNBROKEN tAJHOLEHESS.

1-ullowing a succesful verification of Bell's Theorem, Da.vid E.bhm offers the idea of the Universe of •unbroken ~rholeness' of
an

'implicate order'. According to this an elementary particles is

not an independently existing analysa~le entity. It is an essance
v

a set of relationships that reach outward to other things. According

s2.

to Bohm parts are seen to be . an immediate connections in which
their qynamic relqtionships
wh~le

de~end

on.

a~

irreducible way of the

system. Again tmis in its turn depends to another broader

system extended

ultimat~ly

into the entire Universe. Thus one is

led to a ne-.r notion of unbroken \'lholeness. This unbroken wholeness
denied the cLassical idea of unanalyzablity of the world into separately and Jndependently existing parts. Next question arises
1.,rhat is this

'implicate order' made of? It is made of the same

• Implicate order' of that which

1

Is

1

•

And that which

1

Is

1

cammot

be termed in space and time. Description is totally incompatible

,..,ith what we want to say.

BASIC NOTIONS OF CP.EATION AND EVOLUTION IN INDIAN
PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE.
~'lith

the evolution of rationality in man of the ancient

India; natural question arise in the mind of the people "Eong
srl~t~ KITta~babhUba"(from

where the creation starts). This led not

only the ancient Indians, but also other peoples of the world led
into the realm of mysticism; a source of perrenial philosophy.
Being pregnated by mystic ideas ancient peoples tried to study the
creation and evolution of the Universe.Methodology of this study
varied from people to people of different regions of the world viz.
Indian ideas vary from occidental idea.
Ancient Indian philosophical literature e.g. the Vedas,Upaniyds, samkhya, Vedanta philosophical schools of thought, the PUra-

·-

nas were particularly inspired by the subjectj the BUddha and Jaina
philosophical

li~erature

as well. The

singul~rity

v

of Indian ancient

civilization differs from those of Egypt, Mesopotamia and Greece as
its tradition unlike the other civilization, has been preserved
without breakdown to

~he

present days. Study of cosmo-logy, cosmo-

gony and cosmography follows to some extent different course other
than of different kinds of civilization.
The ancient seers of India composed many verses and imaginations. The primary concern of the Indian philosophy has been Soteriological : man's action and destiny; yet the world is like a stage
where human drama takes place. It was therefore natural for poets
and philosophers to speculate on the COSMOS.
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{A) HINDU PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURES.
( i) THE RGVEM •

•

In the

~gveda

the Universe is considered mainly originated

from primordial substance-water. Another theme which would become
in later cosmogony; is that of cosmic egg-the primordial

ge~(Bija)

was floating in water. From this egg Visvakarman; the creator of
the Universe

creates the Universe.

.

According to other view the gods and the world were born
fron ADITI, which is also personicati?n of infinity in spaces and
consciousnes.
In ~veda it is found

that creation or

~stY

is consi-

dered as "emanation" or expression' of a primeval Principle or element due to some inherent energetic impulse. This main fQrces and
the all-pervading oneness of the mental and

spiritu~l

consiouness

are mingled together in describing the nature of the cosmic dimension. Man can grapse only with more certainty is the rgular motion
of the celestial bodies, the solar cycle(day and night) and the
seasonal changes. All these phenomena are

called~·
I

( ii ) THE UPAN ISDS.

-----·-

In the - ~gveda, water has been considered as the primordial

substance out of which the Universe originated; but in

ypani~ds

there are further mentions about the four or five elements; sometimes water is still considered as the element; at other time it
is fire, earth or air.

A most important questions arose in the mind of seers of

Upanisd what was there before or within the primordial matter7

•

This something is the all-pervading BRAHMAN:, neither fema]e nor
male. Its essance is ATMAN, spirit and as such is common with man.
~HMAN

is considered as something transcendental

superhum~n~

supernatural and is the absolute and the supreme one.Here it is recognized that GOD as the creator,sustainer and destroyer of the universe: and BRAHMAN is not GOD but the infinite totality of existence.He is conside~ as the only PURU~A. He is the NIRG~A,the
~bsolute.SAG~~,the power 9£ the absolute,creats the whole Uni~

verse. Instead of plural reality there is monoism.
The creation,an art,is due to BRAHMAN SAMAALPA,the will of
the BRAHMAN. Brahman wants to be many in order to be glad with his
own creation. It is an "aesthetic emotion" ,a joy for an artist for
his art.FOr its enjoyment of it 'existence of second entity' is
felt.As such It manifests itself in many and varied forms in the
Universe.
As an efficient cause of Its creations,It does not remain
outside of Its art as in the case of artist and his art; rather
It remains within its creation and from within It controls
everything.
(iii) sAMKHA YA PHILOSOPHY.
~amkhya maitains a clear-cut dualism between PUrcrra and
Prakrt~

and silent about GOD.
Tne first Principle in Samkhaya system is the undifferen-

tiated ~~a-Prak;~ is the passive component of the active ,
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creation Principle ( Prakrt! ). All the effects are contained in a
POTENTIA in the reservoir of Primary matter before and after their
actual manifestation. Prakrti is material cause in creation. Mahat
•
or the Universal Mind is the first product of cosmic evolution
after the start of creation caused by the play of the gunas. The
•
cosmic intelligence . of the puru~a is transmitted • From the Mahat
are produced the individual souls or the ' jlvatmas •.
The next further evolution is that of the mind. The cosmic
principle viz. the pure subtle elements ( akas"a,vayu,~j, apa,
ksitT, void , air, £ire, ·water and earth respectively ) and the
five sense organs of action, the five life forces all evolve from
it. There along with mind, intellect and ego or ahamkara wi th
puru~ a

and prak:tT compose the twenty· one principle of Samkhya.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY
According to Samkara, this entire diverse universe of name
e~joyer,

and forms, of agents and

of space, time and causality-

proceeds from the Brahman. Brahman is the omniscent, omnipotent

' of the
and omnipresent sole cre a tor, preserver and destroyer
Universe. It is the material cause as well as the efficient cause.
The world is only a phenomenal appearance of Brahman which
is beyond all plurality and phenomena and which is the same as
Re.al self. Isvarc., or sagur;a Brahman associated with MAYA is the
cause of this world.
/

.

VAISESIKA PHILOSOPHY
/

According to Vaisesika school the material object of the
wo r ld are composed of parts and are subjected to production and
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oestruction;They are divisible into smaller pq.rts and the later are
"futher divisible into all smaller parts .The atom is the minutest of
matter which may not be fu.rther subdived.Creation means the combination o£ atoms in different proportions and destruction means the
dfssolution of each combinations .The material cause of the UnivC!rse
is neither produced,nor

de~troyed.It

is the eternal.

(vi). PURVAMI~NSA PHILOSOPHY.
.

I

-

Jaimini,in PUrva mimansa adopts the SA8DA BRAHMABADA i.e.
sound tbeory of creation as mentioned in the ~Vecta.The ~ast world
had its origin in VAK i.e.sound.All perception~ and conceptions rose
from sound • .- Ail existences are named as sound. Vak Devi,daughter of

-.-

seer Abhrin,in her ~vi sutra i.e.in the BgVeda says,"Sound is Brahman,
sound is the origin of all Creation". ·
(

--

(vii).· PURANAS.
PUra~as co~tributed significantly in the developement of Idiov-

-·-

an philosophical culture.The puranas give ideas of ancient doctrines
of creation,dissolution and description of different kings and rsis.

-·-

In most of the pur~nas different kinds o~ godess~the personifi-

-·-

.

cation of co·smic will or energy, in the evolutionary processes, are observed.Due to this reason every ~I is inseparately associated with a
I

SAKT~(energy » .Thus Prakrti is NAR~KI(Dancer).The cosmic dancer who

-·-

d a nces before the ~?A, invlu ;"'Y)~ry display of her dynamic cap~t:Jd.cit":i
Creativity involves mo~ements or cosmic energy stirs; it vibrates;what is potential becomes 'kinetic.Life is the rhythmic Jn6t1on-.. - ··,
There is an orderly movements of the COSMOS.In the womb of atom;subatomic particles a re performing energy dance.

sa.

(viii). OTHER KINDS OF NOTIONS.
The creation of the universe is due to the dynamic
Supreme energy.Dynamic or movement is the origin
in the language of music and dance.

~

ene~y

of the

of~ or~

is rhythm 4nd movement

is the origin of sound(DHWANI) from which music takes its birth.
I

siva or Nataraj is considered as the Supreme Energy for
;;-z
•
creation of the Universe and •rt of dance is one of his major attributes.Rhythm and sound are understood as divine actions out of
which the creation is possible due to Natarej,the mysterious being.
According to Aryans that creation has the result of
and

femal~

contact,whether it be animate or

m~le

inantmate.Natar~j••s

I
image represents image of the MArdha-Narisv•r•.
The impersonal Div-

ine principle becomes personified •s a half male or female.
I'

Siva is also regarde4 as the destroyer,creation and destruction are fused together into the Dance.Amongst tho seven forms of
dance •pia~ ay' form of dance signifies the destruction of the cosmos
_ L

-

and 'Ananda'form of dance is meant of creation.

(B).BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHICAL LITERETURE.
In

e~rly

period the

Budd~its

cosmology do not give any new

things due to the fact th•t the Buddha refused to speculate •bout
the origin of the world. BUddhist's cosmology developed mainly in
later JJ=h~yar:c;. li tera.ture.
According to thiQ literature,the world originated from the
four or five primordial elements e.g. (a}. waterer fluidity (b)earth or inertia er solidity (c).fire er heat (d}.air or wind or vib-
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ration (e) ether or volatility
Whatever would be the nature of this COSMOS its compound
are in permanent motion and constant . change. Time is composed of
1

..

Ksana

1

i.e. passing events or moments.

According to Buddhism; Creation is something what caused
by the mental and volitional process. It is hankering, greed,
desire which help the creation of emperical things can be reached,
the creation would automatically stopped.
The Buddhism states that there are five orders in nature
and the • B1ja Niyama ' or the order of seeds and germs is one of
them ·. It tells us how rice is produced from the rice-seeds and not
from

otr~r

seeds. sugar taste sweet from sugarcane and so on. The

sperm and ovum belongs

to this

orde~

of seeds and germs. Life must

come from antecedent life.
Just as in the realm of matter, the infinite variety of
known substances re.sults, from different combination of sub-atomic
particles on the mental plane, a similar state of affairs exist
and consciousness results from combination of psychological minute
particles.
JAINA PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE.
According to the Jaina Cosmology the Universe is eternal.
Its exJ.stence is divided into a infinite number of cycles, each
c o nsisting of a period of improvement -

.

Utsarpln1 ) and one of

decline ( Avasarplni ).
Jainas believe that the Universe function through ' the
interaction of living souls ( Jiva ) literally lives and five
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categories of non-living (

-

Aj~va

- - / ), the means
), ether ( Akasa

of condition of movements

Dharma ) , the means of condition

of rest ( Adharma ), time

Kala ) and matter ( pudgala ). souls

are not only the property of animal or plant-life; but also of
entities such as stones, rocks and runn ng water and many other
objects.
There are infinite number of souls in the Universe; all
fundamentally equal but differing owing to the adherence of matter
in a fine atomic form of

1

Karma •. This is the immeterial entity

of other systems interpreted materialistically. The naturally bright soul becomes dim and clouded ove.i by

1

Karmic • matter and

thus acquires first a spiritual and then a material body.

- - - --- - - -

HISTORICJ\L EVOLUTION OF THESE TwO NOTIONS.
(i} WJ:;.STERN
~n

is much older then his civilization. The written re-

cords scently and

sc•ttered~

dre insufficient ·.

study e histo-

ric•l evolution of the civilezation of a county. However, with the
help of the reletively recent discipline of archaelogy, and other
suitable methods, e.g. radioactivel

_.~n

dating process and by

determining the quantity of Flourine gas deposited en the prehistoric ana historic species, we ere eware of the histery •£ civilizetion; extending five thousend years to ene
Actually~

milli~n

years.

SCIENCE means the "Scientific" develepement •£

human intellect which finally lead human being to e happy and carefree life.
With the aid of some established principle ef "Natural
SCience" some intelectual persons mamaged to devise same technical
developements to make day-to-day life on this earth

c~sy.

These

persons are known •s TECHNITIANS. They deal with the known. Generally peQples consider the technological devices as "Science"; but
in ectu•l prdctice "Science• signify the scientific developements
of human intellect to find out the underlying Principle behind the
nature. In fine; scientists seek to knew the unknown nature of
physical reality.
The living creatures had appeared on this earth due to ev•-

lution of single living cell millions of year ago and creature akin
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te

'm•n',

appe~red

on this planet only one millien ye•rs •9•• As

such,man is quite yonger to the living creatures on this
m~n

e~rth;

has not crossed his beyhood. So human intellect and ration•l

thinkings are quite

~ature.

Notions for creation and evolution in India and Occident
have been evolved at the dem•nd of ndture of the ideas right from
the begining of their civilizatien.
Science in west

~s

been originated from Western levic•l

and ration•! thoughts te underst•nd the phenomen• ef the physic•l
world. It is also, and, more fundamentally an •ttempt t• gain insight into or und erstanding of the structure and workinq of the
Universe.

In the e a rly peried of Occidenta l civilizatien Scientists
were essentially philosophers and these Scientists •nd philesephers w•nted t• expl•in the observ•tien ef natural occur•nces.
These constituated the subject matter of physical Science, e.g.
the appar•nt

m~vernents

of the heavely bodies •nd in the inventien

of rude implements. With the help of this man tried to increase
the safety and comfort of their lives•Similarly biodlogic•l Science must h•ve began with the observation ef plants •na •nim•ls
with

pr~itive

medicine •nd surgery.

Western de•ls with the materials which •re percept•ble te
sensory erga ns directly but these sensory ergans could net •lw•ys
cap•ble of percepting all the natural phenomen•. ~ nullify the
defects of the sensory organs the West takes the helf of instruments.
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(d) HISTORY OF EVOLUTION OF THE IDEA-VIJNANA-IN INDIAN
PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE.
(i) Hinduism
According to Hindu philosophical literature there are
three categories of consciousness of human being. These •re
(a) Ajnana (b) Jnana and (c) . Vijnana.
(a) ~jnana is the absence of suitable consciousness.
·V -

(b) Jnana is the consciousness of materialistic world and
other faculties . of intellect viz. literature, arts, philosophy and religion.
(c) Vijn~na ie a special eategory of kn~wledqe which is
called

/

-

'Nisc~yatrnaka

-

.

Bucildh1' with the helf of which one

can reveal the Brahman, the the •bsolute and ultimate of

v

the Universe. In prcper sense it may be mentioned as the
BAAHMAVIDAYA.
In the Mundaka ~ni~~ there~is verse etatin9 two catego-

ries of learning or Viaay~. One is 'Pari• and other .1s 'APari•.
With the helf of 'Parividya • one bee4tmes aware of the ultimate
eternal ONE who is active stealthily to sustain

th~

universe and

this constituted 'BRAHMAN VIDYA'. On the other hand 'Aparavidyi •
helps us to qain the knowledge of four Vedas, upani~ds, £Ixra,
astronomy, ~uxrveaa and chemistry etc.
The spirit of Scientific enquiry and rigorous co-relation
of cause and effect in explaining the natural phenamena were

•

Ag•in the r•dical intuition of science will lead te another Scientific inference •nd ene new hypothesis or law should be explained
in the light ef other previous varified and established hypothesis
or laws.
Science has net been considered totally natural er materialistic as it also study the humcn and seciolegical phenomen•.
Again the study of medicine which is related

t~

man, is alae inclu-

ded in Science and even . the various type of arts. NOw-a-days

stu~y

of science has been tried te make methodical in the place of subjectwise.
Aleng with the evolution ef the methodology for studying
of different natural and
philosophy

~f

m•teriali~tic

life has also been

phenomena, the ideas ana

change~.

AS

a consequence soci•-

logical, cultural, religious aspects of human beint are also
evolved.
The process of intellectual developements may be deemed

to be started markedly from the period ef the European 'Ranaissence' in sixteenth century and upto the modern age. In otherword 'Ranaissence' may be considered as a
dent civilizati•n.

~ATASTROPHY

in Occi-

6 c:.
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particully evident in ancient India. Indian thought develope<\·· on a .
strG~

element Gf philos•phical naturalism. From this scientific

ideas are evolved.Concrete ideas ~n the ultimate structure of
matter,the ev~lution of elements and their combinations to form
diverse substance of the earth,the classification of the compeunds
•ppear to have been put forward by Indians.In ancient time Ind•ns
measured the lande,divided the year,mapped out the heavens,tr&ced
the cours•

of the SUn and its planets through the Zodical belt,

analysed the

~ontributi~n

of matter and studied the nature of bird

and beasts,plant and seeds.
( ii ) • Slddhism •
As

for BUddhism the ~ord !sciENCE'means the practical and

dialectical approach on the human problem and to feel a
solution of the inherent
cosmic

d~es

this one can attain the

Nlrv~na.

Physical
it

problems.~rorn

Universal

envi~renments

effec~s

only the physical organism,

not effect the invisible,unknown life-principles within

the organism.These life-principles
'_!<AMNA NIAMI\:- the order of act ;..nd

meaning in two ways by the
..:£!!_ITT~

NlAMA'-

~he

order of

mind of psychic laws. According to these laws in case of m•tter,
the infinite varities of known substance results from different
combinations of

three kinds of fundamentle material particules-

akin to the subatomic particles like electrnn , prnton and
Cons~iousness

na .~ns.

results from combination of psychological nucleons
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Jainism.

Jainas believe that the Universe function through the
interaction or living souls ( jTvas; literally lifes ) and five
categories of movements <. dharma ), time ( kala ) and matter
( pudgala ) souls are not the properity of animal and plant life
but also of entities such as stones, rocks and running water and
many other objects.

.

All matters consists of atoms ( paramanu ). Each atom
I

occupies one point { pradesa ) of space. There are no different
kinds of atom corresponding to the four elements

- earch, water,

fires and wind. The atoms, by developing the characteristics
auality of the elements, becoming differentiated and
~he

four

ele~ents.

~hus

form
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COMPARISON AND CONTRAST OF THE TWO
DEFINITIONS; METHODS;

:- THEIR

IMPACT ON MAN AND SOCIETY.

Generally the Science of West may be defined as a methodical
trustworthy and exact study of different and materialistic phenomena • Science is also and more fundamentally an attempt to gain
the insight into understanding of the structure and working of the
Universe.
1

Vijnan

1

may be considered as the synonym of

' Science

1

in West in some restricted sense. Though methodology of scientific
study of these two differs, they have the common motto. These two
want to gain insight into understanding of the structure and working of the Universe.
Indian ideas on the origin and evolution of the Universe are
r a ther a matter of religion and Indian philosophers are also religious and the sophisticated intuition of seers

1

idea of cosmoloty,

cosmogony and cosmography are developed depending upon these kind
of philosoph';ies.
Greek philosophies which in turn explain the origin and the
evolution of the Universe, developed from observation and rational
ideas formed from the observations. These may be considered as
the characteristic of a scientists. As such, the IOnian philosophers were mainly regarded as

'man of science '. But it would be

rather unjust to say that there was no possibility of a divine

agency in Greek philosophy.
A similarity between the theory of Thales, that water is the
material cause of all things,and the Vedic idea of primeval water
as the

~rigin

of the

U~~r••

has been observed. Pythagores is a fo-

under of bGth of Greek mathematical science and philosophical Cesmology.Pythagores expressed his cosmology in mathematical terms.The
world in ~is philosophy is a mixture of darkness ant light,good and
evil,the formless and the forrn.The limited(pepersman) is formed by
the imposition of time(peras) on the unlimited(apiron).
In the Indian scheme ,prakrt~ is
and is the basis of all

~bjective

~he

ultimate

cosm~c

energy ;

existence,physical and psychical.

-.-

PUrusa the conscious principle of creation,co-exist eternally with
Prakrti.Prakrtr in its transformation becomes percieveable object;

--·-

whilst PU.riisa the self,remains the percieving subject. : :·: In 54SB.C.

-·-

Xenophanes,Parmindes

~nd

Zene of the Elea sought fer the one reality

underlying material phen9mena.This is the same spirit as some of the
later Vedic hymns an4 the

Upani~da.

With SOcretes the central preoccupation came to be man.The
philosophical thought began te originate through man'a nature and
behaviour relating to GOD and the Universe.His saying GNOTHI SEATON
is similar to the Indian thought;ATMANAM BIDOHI (know tne Self).
Next comes Plato.According to Plato the truths are truly real
is something unchanging,eternal and divine.It is the world of forms
or ideas with ultimate principle,the good. Plato's idea of the good
is very close to the Supreme God of the Upani~ds.Plato's physics and
biology were anthromorphic;even ethical.He held creational COSMOLOGY.
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The Scientific knowledge of antiquity was systematized
and orgranized by

Arist~tle.

According to him in every moving sp-

here of the outer heaven and the

unmove~

mQver who just exists te

keep it in motion. Aristotle's book on the heaven gives an account
of generation and destruction; opposing Principles of hot and cold;
wet and dry etc. The unmoved mover may be compared with the 'BRAHMAN'
in Hindu philosophical literature.
Notwithstanding their individual tradition beth India and
greece had direct and indirect effects on each other in Science as
they did in philosophy.
In western civilization the interest had been increasingly

focussed on single science upto the early part of 20th. century.
Afterwards with the discoveries of different phenomena of the nature in occidental Scientific world, the ontoleqical view-point
has been gradually preferred as in India. In India through all periods, the special sciences are rooted in and

devel~ped

on the under-

lyin~ cosmic aspects and presupposition. Due to this reason the

Scientific result is only a special case and phenomena, a demonastration, as it were, of the Universal cosmic law.

In the period extending from early Greek civilization te
the middle of 20th. century this kind ef Scientific spirit has never been existing. In the later two or three decades of the 20th.
century with introduction ef

•superdete~inistic'

theory in Western

Science; an attempt is being made to all the phenomena leading to
unified single Principle and te the Universal cosmic Laws.

EXPLANATION OF THE MOST MODERN THEORIES OF NATURAL
SCIENCE IN THE PERSPECTIVE OF INDIAN PHILOSOPHICAL
LITERATURE.
Although the different traditions of India, which are
based ~n mystical intuitions; are different frGm the Occident idea;
their view of the world is essentially the same. These elements
also seem to be the fundamental features ef the world view emerqinq from the modern Science.
A comparative study of the diverse phenomena in Occident
Science and Indian philosophical tradition will justfy the view
of unified theory of the world.
The Samkhaya system attempts to explain the cosmic evolution in a Scientific basis in relation to ene~y as the Principle.
Almost all school of Indian philosophy cencieved and postulated
the subtle motions inside the atoms.
of sub-atQffiic particles like electron,

This is same as the motion
prot~n,neutron

and mesons

etc. in modern Science.
Both matter and energy were known to be indestructible:
their total mass and quantity remains censtant when they are subjected to changes in collocation. This kinG of change is
continually. Brahamagupta declared that all things

f~ll

g•in~

on

to the

earth by a law of nature for i t is the nature of earth to attract
and keeps things. This indicate the idea of attraction due to
gravity before Newton.
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The Eastern traditions constantly refer te an ULTIMATE

in ·; tsible reality which manifests itself in all things; and of
which all things are part. It is called 'Brahman' in Hinduism',
'Dharmakaya' in

BUddhi~m.

As it transcends all concepts and cate-

gories; BUddhists call it THTHATA or Suchness.
In ordinary life, we are aware of this unity of all things,
the division which we experience in our daily life may be deemed
as mere illusion, and according to Hindu

an~

BUddhist's thought

the illusion is based on •av~daya' or ignorance produced by 'Maya•.
One can get rid of this if he can quten his mind through medita~

tion. The balanced, pure and tranquil state of mind can experience
the basic unity of the Universe.
The basis of oneness of the Universe is not only the central charcteristics of the mystical experience, but is also one
of the most important revelations in modern Science. American
writter Micheal Talbot, a Scientist by training, tries to prove
that physics has more merged, as it developed, within the mysticism. Talbot sees a link in that between ancient mystics of India
and the modern theory of 'FIELD' Physics. In his view the lines
of force of the current space-time gravitational field have something comrnQn with the religious doctrine of the curreld hairs of
/-

Siva, the cosmic dancer. In the same way he sees a link between
I

SaktT and the theory of modern Physics about blackholes,between
Nada and Bindu and the motion of sub-atomic particles about waves
and particles.

- ,-
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With the EPR experiment and its mathematical formulation
in 1564 by J.S. Bell indicate that at a deep and fundamental level
the separcte parts of the Universe are connected in an intimate
way. Bell's Theorem laid down the foundation of the new theory as
mentioned by Malic .Kapec as "neodeterministic interpretation

~f

contemporary microphysics"· In the perspective of these new theories Science now looks forward to a higher kind ef determinism or
•superdeterminism" which rules, guides and determines the Universe
at a far deeper level.
According to Gary Zukav the · supercteteministic model of
Reality may a BUddhist's idea. He is not aware that this is based
on Hindu or Vedantic idea on which seers and mystics have lived
dedicating their whole lives with complete surrender to the will
of the will the Ultimate Reality. This Ultimate reality is to be
considered as a "Superdeterministic Reality". He chooses the image of ~-the Divine Mother as the symbol for the infinite diversity of experience.
In Shri Ramkrishan' s life, this Divine Mother I<ali represents the Final power-Brahamamoyee-the All-determining will in
the Universe. Vedanta calls the transcendent immutable Reality
as Brahman. When Brahman is active-creation; sustaing and destroying-take place. It is called as Kali,
----

~iva or --•vVisnu; other

----

call it as Allah or God. This ultimate Reality is always the Supreme and Almighty, er Superdeterministic and it is

ult~ate~

